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Elon Musk is one of the most creative, visionary entrepreneurs of our time, as well as one of the 
wealthiest. But the seemingly wild, speculative nature of his ideas and his brusque management 
approach constantly invites controversy.

He built his fortune principally through…

5 Pioneering Projects
Zip2 was an online business directory he started back in 1995, when the Internet was in its early days. It 
was sold to Compaq for $307 million. Musk netted $22 million, which became the seed capital for X.com 
which he merged with …
PayPal. He helped run Paypal and made $250 million when it was sold to eBay.
SpaceX. Musk believes we must colonize Mars to ensure the survival of the human race. In the short 
term he’s seeking to perfect his company’s own earth-orbit technology via his Falcon rockets and Dragon 
capsules. 
Tesla. Musk’s vision of an all-electric, long-range car with innovative battery technology materialized as 
the Tesla Roadster and Model S, built, like his rockets, mostly from scratch.  Early versions were dogged 
with problems and the company was threatened with bankruptcy, but he turned things around and now 
Tesla is a billion dollar company. He’s currently developing a network of free battery-charging stations 
and new car models with a single-charge target range of 500 miles.
SolarCity. Originally a solar panel installer started by his two cousins, it’s become, with Musk’s funding, 
the largest installer in the US and, more importantly the manufacturer of its own products.

Musk has also promoted the idea of 800mph train pods for California and cheap, energy storing battery 
packs for homes and business.

Management Approach
His approach to business and management is distinguished by an explosive combination of:

• An unwavering sense of mission and a powerful ego.
• A genius intellect.
• Persistent, restless energy.
• A tough, at times brutal management style.
• High stakes risk taking.
• A core of loyal supporters who believe in him.
• Vertical integration.


